
accumulation (ə kyü m(y)ə lā shən): The 
act of collecting or gathering.

analyze (a nə līz): To study or examine 
carefully.

aquatic (ə kwä tik): Growing or living in 
or upon water.

control (kən trōl): Something used for 
comparison when checking the results of 
an experiment. 

degrade (di grād):  To impair in respect to 
some physical property. To lower or wear 
by erosion.

economy (ē kä nə mē): A system relating 
to the production, distribution, and 
consumption of goods and services.

forest composition (fȯr əst käm pə si 
shən): All plant species found in an area or 
landscape, including trees, shrubs, forbs, 
and grasses. 

hardwood (härd wu̇d): The wood of a tree 
without cones; a tree without cones.

hypothetical (hī pə the ti kəl): Imagined as 
an example for further thought. 

land cover (land kə vər): Whatever is 
covering the land, such as trees, grasses, 
buildings, or roads.

longitudinal (län jə tüd nəl): Involving the 
repeated observation over time with respect 
to one or more study variables. 

persistence (pər sis tents): The state of 
occurring or existing beyond the usual, 
expected, or normal time. 

pesticide (pes tə sīd): A chemical that is 
used to kill animals or insects that damage 
plants or crops.

prescribed fire (pri skrīb(d) fīr): Human 
application of fire to wildland vegetation 
under certain weather conditions as a forest 
management tool.

restoration (res tə rā shən): The act of 
bringing back to an earlier condition.

softwood (sȯft wu̇d ): The wood of a tree 
(such as a pine tree) that is soft and easy to 
cut. A tree that produces softwood.

turbidity (tər bi də tē): The state of being 
cloudy or muddy.

variable (ver ē ə bəl): Something that is 
able or apt to vary.
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